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After leaving the Forest of Wind Whispers, without any barriers, Ye Chen could clearly feel the mournful 

wailing from all directions in the entire territory of the God of Grass. 

 

The God of Grass is dead, and her people are crying. 

 

People enshrine the God of Grass not because they are in awe of her power, but because they love her 

kindness and appreciate the breath of nature, life and wisdom she brings. 

 

Now the God of Grass is dead, and soon, under the grief, he gradually understands a truth. 

 

In the dark and chaotic time and space, benevolence, wisdom, natural tenderness, and the caress of the 

forest, these concepts are of course meaningful and worthy of admiration. 

 

But compared to these concepts, martial arts, strength, and divine power that can crush the world and 

no one dares to deceive, these things may be more important. 

 

At least for now, the savage power of swords and fists is more shocking than the gentleness and 

kindness of grass and flowers. 

 

In addition to the sadness of the people of the God of Grass, Ye Chen suddenly caught a strange breath. 

 

That seems to be the breath related to Hua Zu. 

 

It is Hua Zu's disciple, Xie Yuhua! 

 



"Someone is here, it's from Hua Zu, Xie Yuhua!" 

 

Ye Chen's pupils shrank, and his footsteps stopped immediately. 

 

"What?" 

 

Su Ying was startled, pinched her fingers, and felt something was wrong. With a wave of her hand, the 

green light gathered in the air, condensing into a mysterious picture. 

 

Ye Chen took a look, and saw the figure of Jie Yuhua appearing in the picture. 

 

At this moment, Xie Yuhua has come to the time and space of the soul realm, and has even been 

received by the Nine Heavens Fulong Sect! 

 

The territory of the Nine Heavens Fulong Sect is vast and endless, and it is much wider than the territory 

of the Drafting God Sect. 

 

From the picture, Ye Chen could see that there were countless magnificent buildings built on that piece 

of land. Under the reflection of the nine suns in the sky, each building was filled with divine and brilliant 

light. 

 

However, when the screen turned and switched to the interior of the buildings, Ye Chen saw an 

extremely gloomy scene. 

 

Most of the buildings have a ghostly appearance, filled with sinister mist, and between the walls and 

beams, there are many totems of ghosts and demons carved. 

 

The splendor and sanctity of the appearance is only to show the surface of order. The real Nine Heavens 

Fulong Cult is full of darkness, terror, and chaos inside, and demon gods and monsters breed all the 

time. 

 



Most of these demon gods and monsters are reduced to offerings to the Emperor Soul, and a small part 

will get 
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"What did you say, the Lord of Reincarnation is here?" 

 

Emperor Bai Ye turned pale with shock, Ye Chen is the sworn enemy of the Nine Heavens Fulong Sect, 

the Nine Heavens Fulong Sect's treasure, the Nine Heavens Fulong Seal, was snatched by Ye Chen at the 

beginning, and it is now in his hands. 

 

"Ah, he is indeed beside that crazy woman Yixi Suying! They are spying on us!" 

 

The Heishan Ghost Emperor beside him was also terrified, counting with his fingers, he really caught Ye 

Chen's breath. 

 

He even discovered that Yixi Suying was using a secret method to spy on the secrets of the sky, and 

clearly saw everything that happened here. 

 

Ye Chen was looking at the screen of that day, and seeing the black mountain ghost emperor getting 

angry, his eyes seemed to penetrate the void, looking straight at him, which made his scalp tingle a little. 

 

Heishan Guidi flicked his finger in the void, as if some heavenly trajectory had been cut off by him, and 

the scene in front of Ye Chen collapsed and disappeared instantly. 

 

"Well……" 

 

Yixi Suying let out a muffled snort, her face was a little pale, as if the secret of heaven had been cut off, 

she suffered some backlash, and her body swayed. 

 

"It's okay, Miss Suying." 



 

Ye Chen supported her delicate body, admiring her inwardly. This one-night Suying, who can lead the 

Grass God Sect, is really not simple. It took him so long to spy on the secrets of the sky before he was 

discovered by the Black Mountain Ghost Emperor. 

 

"It's okay, this is troublesome, you were discovered by Hua Zu after all." 

 

Su Ying's eyes turned, thinking about the countermeasures. 

 

Ye Chen probably knew that it should be the breath of the Great Sage's Yinqin that exposed himself. 

 

Otherwise, with the help of Xiaocao God to cover up, he would not be easily exposed. 

 

Suying thought for a while, then said: "Master Ye, I will take you to make alchemy first, you just need to 

do alchemy with peace of mind, and leave the other things to me." 

 

Ye Chen frowned, and said, "What if..." 

 

Su Ying said: "It's nothing in case, with me sitting in the Grass God Sect, unless the Nine Disasters 

Canglong personally descends and tears his face regardless of the cost, otherwise they are not qualified 

to suppress me just relying on Emperor Baiye and Heishan Ghost Emperor." 

 

"I am not their opponent in terms of Heavenly Emperor Qi cultivation, but I can summon the Lord's 

power to descend through some special rituals." 

 

"Lord Ye, you may not have seen it before. The power of the Lord represents the ultimate majesty, and 

no one in the world can compete with it." 

 

When talking about "Lord", Suying's tone changed again, she became not like a normal person, but like a 

devout believer, that mysterious and firm tone was enough to make the listener trembling. 

 



Ye Chen also felt a little scalp tingling. Seeing Su Ying's appearance, he thought that the ultimate god 

existed, and it was not the Heavenly Mother that Xiaocao said, but the "Lord" Su Ying said. 

 

However, Su Ying's appearance made Ye Chen feel a little panicked, but he was at ease, believing that Su 

Ying could control the situation and not be crushed by the Nine Heavens Fulong Sect. 

 

Ye Chen and the Nine Heavens Fulong Sect have huge conflicts. Without the protection of the Grass God 

Sect, it would be very dangerous for him to face the Nine Heavens Fulong Sect by himself. 

 

Su Ying said to herself: "Master Ye, you can make alchemy without worry, I will protect the law for you, 

and I guarantee that no one can hurt you." 

 

Saying that, Suying led Ye Chen all the way to the center of the territory of the Grass God Sect. 

 

In the central place is a huge sea of violet flowers, the purple petals fluttering in the wind, it is very 

spectacular. 

 

However, this sea of flowers is empty and looks a bit desolate. 

 

"This sea of violet flowers commemorates the first God of Grass, Lord Zilan. It is said that she is the 

incarnation of a violet. But everyone believes in the God of Grass. Usually, few believers come to this 

place, and it is very clean." 

 

Su Ying pointed to this sea of flowers, in the center of which was a huge alchemy furnace. 

 

"I used to refine alchemy here. I spent countless efforts and even borrowed the power of the Lord. I 

have initially refined the Nine Souls Destiny Pill, but there is still a final step to harden the pill. There is 

still no suitable material for hardening the pill." 

 

She took Ye Chen to the alchemy furnace in the center of Huahai. 

 



Through the wall hole of the alchemy furnace, Ye Chen could see that inside the alchemy furnace, a 

blue-purple flame of life was burning, with a natural and vital breath. 

 

On the fire of life, a golden elixir is suspended, the elixir is not big, but it exudes a very majestic 

atmosphere, there are real dragons, tigers, gluttonous, kui ox and other ancient giant beasts' soul 

phantoms , wrapping around it. 

 

When Ye Chen's gaze came into contact with this elixir, he could even vaguely hear the roars of many 

beasts, which was shocking. 

 

If it wasn't for the restriction of the pill furnace ban, the breakthrough of the pill atmosphere would 

probably shake the heavens and the earth. 

 

"Has this pill been refined?" 

 

Ye Chen was secretly surprised, and could feel the majesty and tyranny of this pill. 

 

Su Ying said: "Not yet, this Nine Souls Chasing Destiny Pill is still short of the last step of quenching the 

pill before it can be considered the real Dzogchen." 

 

"Your reincarnation blood is the best material for quenching alchemy." 

 

Hearing Su Ying's words, the corners of Ye Chen's mouth twitched immediately. Looking at the Nine 

Souls Chasing Life Pill, the medicine's aura was so majestic. If he wanted to quench the pill, the 

reincarnation blood he would need to consume would probably be huge. 

 

Seeing Ye Chen's expression, Suying smiled, took out a storage bag, threw it to Ye Chen and said, "This is 

just for you to make up for, Mr. Ye, I've worked hard for you this time." 

 

Ye Chen took the storage bag, opened it, and saw that there were many golden dates inside, each of 

which exuded a fairy light, and the aroma was attractive. 

 



"What is this?" Ye Chen asked. 
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"A rare spiritual material called Jinyu Xianzao, which was brought out from the original world by the first 

generation of grass gods, and it is not available in the outside world." 

 

"It is extremely difficult to grow this golden jade jujube, and the conditions are harsh. There are only a 

few people in our entire Grass God Sect who have mastered the method of planting Jinyu fairy jujube, 

and in order to rescue Mrs. Sun Yi, almost all of those people died. Only the last person from 

Jiangyannan is left." 

 

"If Jiang Yannan is also dead, then no one in the world will grow this golden jade jujube, and it will only 

end in extinction." 

 

Su Ying said helplessly. 

 

Ye Chen focused his eyes slightly, and listened to Suying's words, this golden jade jujube is obviously of 

great value, and it is in danger of extinction. 

 

Suying said again: "Actually, we have been in contact with Poison Gu Jialuo before. To express our 

sincerity, we gave her a lot of golden jade fairy dates, and she used them to brew a few bottles of 

universal antidote, which seems to be Jinqiongyu saliva. , can dissolve all poisons." 

 

"We thought she was willing to cooperate, but we didn't expect that she would leave behind a large 

amount of Golden Origin Jade, and when it was the price of the transaction, it disappeared again. 

Alas..." 

 

Ye Chen narrowed his eyes and said, "Jin Qiongyu is salivating? So that's how it is..." 

 

Earlier, Cai Ruzhen had given Ye Chen a bottle of Jinqiongyu saliva, which was used to detoxify the 

strings of the Great Sage's legacy. 



 

It turned out that the bottle of Jinqiongyu saliva was brewed by Poison Gujialuo with Jinyuxian jujube as 

raw material. 

 

This golden jade fairy jujube can brew a universal antidote, and its value can be imagined. 

 

Ye Chen took out a jujube, threw it into his mouth and chewed it, his mouth was filled with a sweet 

aroma, the jujube flesh was warm with a trace of refreshment, and the aura was very abundant, and he 

felt refreshed physically and mentally after chewing one mouthful. 

 

"Father, is there anything delicious? Give me something too, woo..." 

 

In the cemetery of reincarnation, in the Fengyu Fairy Pond, the little forbidden demon was soaking in 

the water and was happy. His vitality had almost completely recovered, and he was holding a few pieces 

of golden source jade. When he saw the dates Ye Chen ate, he immediately felt that the gold was 

golden. Yuanyu was no longer fragrant, and looked at Ye Chen eagerly. 

 

"Here you are." 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help laughing, put away the golden jade fairy dates, and threw them into the cemetery 

of reincarnation, as a snack for the little forbidden demon. 

 

"Thank you father!" 

 

The little forbidden demon was overjoyed and thanked Ye Chen. 

 

At this time, Emperor Qin was walking in front of many tombstones, muttering: 

 

"Which tombstone is it?" 

 

"That old fellow, Poisonous Hand Medicine God, is he really here?" 



 

The turmoil in the cemetery of reincarnation a few times ago made him think that the God of Poisonous 

Hands and Medicine was also in the cemetery of reincarnation. He had some debts to settle with God of 

Poisonous Hands and Medicine. 

 

... 

 

Ye Chen smiled, ignored so much, and said to Suying: "Girl Suying, I can quench your pill for you, and 

please protect me for me, don't let outsiders disturb you." 

 

Su Ying was overjoyed, and said: "It's natural, Mr. Ye, then I will trouble you, the Lord is with you." 

 

Ye Chen shook his head and said, "I don't believe in the so-called Lord you speak of." 

 

There are countless gods in Wuwu time and space, but Ye Chen will not believe in anyone. He has the 

blood of reincarnation, and there is no god who dares to accept him as a believer. 

 

Su Ying smiled and said: "It's okay, after you see the power of the Lord, you will take refuge in His arms." 

 

When it comes to "Lord", Suying is a look of God and God. 

 

Ye Chen smiled wryly, shook his head and stopped talking, walked straight to the pill furnace, his eyes 

narrowed slightly, feeling the breath of the Nine Souls Chasing Life Pill in the pill furnace. 

 

In his ears, there seemed to be many beasts roaring, and his mind was in turmoil. 

 

Taking a deep breath slightly, Ye Chen calmed down, drew a knife and cut his palm, blood sprayed out, 

poured all into the pill furnace, and poured it on the Nine Souls Chasing Life Pill. 

 

Then, Ye Chen practiced the Taoist alchemy technique, and began to incorporate his own blood into the 

elixir. 



 

This elixir has been formed, but the aura of many alien beast souls inside is still very manic, so it needs 

to be tempered to suppress the manic aura of alien beasts, so that the energy of the elixir can be 

precipitated and become an existence that can be consumed by people. 

 

With Ye Chen's current cultivation level, asking him to refine a heaven-reaching elixir is really hard, but if 

it is only tempered, it will be easy and there will be no difficulty. 

 

However, Ye Chen found that the reincarnation blood he had just injected was far from enough for the 

Nine Souls Destiny Pill to be tempered. 

 

Helplessly, Ye Chen gritted his teeth and cut his wrist open, letting more blood pour on the elixir. 

 

It is not difficult for Ye Chen to quench the alchemy, but sacrificing reincarnation blood like this 

consumes a lot of money. 

 

Seeing Ye Chen make such a great sacrifice, Su Ying was also very grateful, and stood aside to protect Ye 

Chen from being disturbed by outsiders. 

 

After an hour of alchemy, there were bursts of bells ringing from all over the God of Grass territory. 

 

The sound of the bell was not the death knell to commemorate the Little Grass God, but the sound of 

alert alarms, short and quick, heralding the coming of danger. 

 

After the warning bell rang, there were bursts of loud and clear horns from all over the place, and there 

was a chill. 

 

At the juncture of alchemy, Ye Chen frowned when he heard the warning voice. 

 

"Master Ye, you don't need to worry about it, just continue quenching the alchemy, and I'll take care of 

it." 

 



Su Yingliu frowned, first pinched the formula to lay a barrier to protect Ye Chen, and then looked into 

the distance. 

 

"Big disaster! Big disaster! Big disaster! Attention everyone!!" 

 

From all over the territory of the Grass God Sect, there were bursts of orderly and calm shouts filled 

with chilling aura. 
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This is the early warning signal of the Grass God Sect, which means that the Nine Heavens Fulong Sect 

led by the Nine Woes Canglong has invaded and entered the territory of the Grass God Sect without 

permission. 

 

Swipe! 

 

Rays of divine light flew from all directions, and many strong men from the God of Grass Sect, leading 

many guards, descended on Su Ying's side. Han Yan and Cai Ruzhen also came, each of them looked like 

they were facing a formidable enemy. 

 

"The high priest, Baiye Tiandi and Heishan Ghost Emperor, brought a disciple of Huazu here." 

 

An elder of the Grass God Sect hurriedly reported to Su Ying. 

 

This elder, like many of the grass god's people around him, was dressed in plain clothes with black belts 

wrapped around his arms, mourning for the little grass god and mourning her death. 

 

They only thought that it was the death of the God of Grass that aroused the ambition of the Nine 

Heavens Fulong Sect, causing them to directly invade the territory of the God of Grass Sect regardless of 

the rules. 

 



In this elder, not long after the sound of the report fell, there was a terrifying energy fluctuation in the 

sky, a monstrous Heavenly Emperor Qi like a white night, and a steady breath like a black mountain 

rolled down from the sky, blending and mixing with each other , Covering the sky and blocking out the 

sun, a layer of chaotic energy was soon formed in the sky, like black clouds overwhelming the city, 

suffocating people. 

 

Then, two figures slowly emerged from the chaotic sky, they were the Heavenly Emperor Baiye and the 

Ghost Emperor Heishan. 

 

After the two appeared, the figure of Xie Yuhua also slowly emerged, followed by many congregants of 

the Nine Heavens Fulong Sect, spreading densely among the clouds in the sky, which was very 

spectacular. 

 

When Ye Chen saw this scene, his heart sank, but he was still in the critical moment of hardening his 

alchemy, so it was inconvenient for him to move around. 

 

"Emperor Baiye, Emperor Heishan Ghost, what are you two doing?" 

 

"Without my permission, you dare to break into the territory of my Grass God faction?" 

 

"If you want to tear your face apart, I'd be happy to accompany you." 

 

Su Ying looked at the sky and said indifferently. 

 

In her hand, a thick black book appeared, with the words "Emperor Tianyin" printed on the cover. 

 

Bai Ye Tiandi and Heishan Ghost Emperor, when they saw this book, their expressions changed. 

 

This "Dizhu Tianyin" is not a magic weapon, it does not have any power in itself, it is just an ordinary 

book, but it is a special tool, a prop for a certain ritual. 

 



Both of them knew that Su Ying could communicate with the so-called "lord" through this book, so as to 

obtain the power bestowed by God, burst out the ultimate power, sweep everything away, it was 

extremely terrifying. 

 

In fact, neither the Heavenly Emperor Bai Ye nor the Ghost Emperor Heishan believed in any "lord". 

 

The so-called ultimate god does not exist, there is no such a powerful god. 

 

But some things are just so evil, if you believe it, there will be it, if you don't believe it, you won't have it. 

 

Sometimes faith can create gods! 

 

It is precisely because of Suying's belief that she can get the ultimate blessing. 

 

Sincerity leads to spirit. 

 

The Heavenly Emperor Baiye and the Ghost Emperor Heishan were extremely afraid of this. 

 

"Yixi Suying, don't be impulsive, it's not that we broke the rules, it was you who violated the bottom line 

of my holy religion first." 

 

Emperor Baiye said in a deep voice, pointing at Ye Chen: 

 

"You know that the Lord of Reincarnation is the sworn enemy of my Nine Heavens Fulong Sect, but you 

still want to take him in. You clearly don't take my Sacred Sect seriously!" The tone was quite 

questioning and reproachful. 

 

Suying smiled disdainfully, caressed the emperor Tianyin with her palm, and said: "Whom do I want to 

take in, do I have to ask you?" 

 



The Heishan Ghost Emperor at the side, seeing Suying's arrogant expression, was angry in his heart, but 

he didn't want to tear his face, and said: "Yixi Suying, as long as you hand over the Lord of Reincarnation, 

there are still those two sinners. , They are all the people Hua Zu wants to arrest, you hand them over to 

us, let's forget about it, we will still be friends in the future." 

 

He pointed to Ye Chen, then to Han Yan and Cai Ruzhen. 

 

Su Ying said with a smile: "You know that my Grass God Sect has a blood feud with Hua Zu, but you still 

bring Hua Zu's people here, what is the meaning of this?" She looked at Jie Yuhua. 

 

Xie Yuhua was about to speak, but Suying said coldly, "Shut up, you are not qualified to speak in front of 

me!" 

 

There was a trace of causal murderousness in the voice, which immediately forced Xie Yuhua to remain 

silent, unable to vomit, as if her throat was blocked by something, which made her very uncomfortable. 

 

Seeing this, Ye Chen secretly admired Suying's methods, and at the same time, he finally saw that the 

strength of Zhiyuhua was beyond the realm of the Divine Dao, but not in the realm of Tianyuan, and was 

in the category of half-step Tianyuan. 

 

A monk of this level, with Ye Chen's current cultivation base, also needs to pay a price in order to have a 

chance to win. 

 

Tiandi Baiye and Ghost Emperor Heishan saw that Suying scolded Huazu's subordinates in front of them, 

their expressions immediately became gloomy. 

 

"Yixi Suying, what do you mean, Mr. Xie Yuhua is our distinguished guest, if you dare to scold him, you 

are offending my Nine Heavens Fulong Sect!" 

 

Heavenly Emperor Bai Ye shouted in a deep voice. 

 

Su Ying smiled and said: "That's really embarrassing, but I don't have time to greet guests today, so 

please get out of here!" 



 

Seeing that Suying was so domineering, Emperor Baiye couldn't help but become more and more sullen, 

and said to Xie Yuhua: 

 

"Mr. Xie, you go and capture the Lord of Reincarnation. Let us watch this crazy woman, Yixi Suying." 

 

Xie Yuhua looked at Suying's stern and ruthless posture, and felt a little scared in her heart, but seeing 

Emperor Baiye and Heishan Ghost Emperor by his side, he really had no reason to be afraid. 

 

If he really flinched and was afraid, he would lose Hua Zu's face. 

 

"yes!" 

 

At that moment, Xie Yuhua stopped talking nonsense, flew down from the sky, and walked towards Ye 

Chen with big strides. 

 

"What do you want to do? If you dare to hurt my elder brother, I will pay you with your life!" 

 

At this time, Han Yan strode out, drew his sword out of its sheath, glared at Xie Yuhua, and shouted. 

 

Many warriors of the Grass God Sect around also wanted to make a bold move. 

 

"Seven Treasure Lotus Lantern, turn on!" 

 

Jie Yuhua's eyes were sharp, and she suddenly sacrificed an ancient lamp. The ancient lamp was bone-

like, but the whole body was flowing with jade-gilt light, and the Buddha's light was mighty. The bright 

yellow wick is exposed, and the aura is full of auspiciousness, and the vast power bursts out. 

 

boom! 

 



The Xie Yuhua activated the Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern, and a wave of violent golden light burst out 

like a wave, forcing all the warriors of the Grass God Sect to retreat. 

 

Han Yan originally wanted to make a move, but was suppressed by the breath of the Qibao lotus lamp, 

and suddenly felt a monstrous force roaring towards him, he was suffocated instantly, and his bones 

cracked and cracked. 

 

thump! 

 

Under the powerful pressure of the Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern, he couldn't even stand up, and fell 

to his knees on the spot, his knee bones were shattered, and he was in excruciating pain. 

 

"What kind of magic weapon is this!" 

 

Han Yan was shocked, he had never seen such a powerful artifact. 

 

Cai Ruzhen, who was not far away from him, was also oppressed by the Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern, 

groaned, and knelt down on the spot. 
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"You two sinners, dare to offend Huazu Tianzun, I will take you back to Mantuo Mountain Villa, Huazu 

Shizun will take care of you slowly." 

 

Xie Yuhua's eyes flashed a glint of darkness, and she pinched the formula with her fingers, and a 

powerful mana came out of the Qibao lotus lamp, and Han Yan and Cai Ruzhen were put into the wick 

on the spot. 

 

Han Yan and Cai Ruzhen screamed in surprise, but they couldn't help it, and they were taken away on 

the spot. 

 



Ye Chen was at the juncture of hardening alchemy, and he couldn't help but be surprised when he saw 

Xie Yuhua sacrifice the seven treasure lotus lantern, show off his power, shock the audience, and easily 

take away Han Yan and Cai Ruzhen. 

 

He saw the flame of the Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern flickering slightly, and the shadows of Han Yan 

and Cai Ruzhen were reflected in it. They were all in great pain, as if they were being scorched by a 

raging fire. 

 

Looking at it, if they are not rescued, they will probably be burned to death by the flames. 

 

"Ah, this lamp..." 

 

In the cemetery of reincarnation, Emperor Qin was also surprised when he saw the Qibao lotus lamp 

and the body of the bone lamp surrounded by golden auspicious energy. 

 

"This lamp is actually made of the divine bone of the Emperor of Heaven, and it is not an ordinary bone 

of the Emperor of Heaven. It is a very top-level existence. It is definitely the divine bone of the Ninth 

Grade Heavenly Emperor. It is not simple, not simple!" 

 

Emperor Qin admired it, the quality of the Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern was obviously not vulgar, it 

was cast with the divine bone of the Ninth Grade Heavenly Emperor. 

 

Ye Chen's face darkened, and he also felt the burning danger. 

 

I saw the lotus petals of the Seven Treasures Lotus Lamp closed with a snap, and then opened again. The 

lamp flame was shaking slightly, but the shadows of Han Yan and Cai Ruzhen could no longer be seen. 

They didn't know whether they were dead or alive. 

 

"Lord of Reincarnation, it's your turn." 

 

Xie Yuhua grinned, and rushed towards Ye Chen with big strides, urging the Seven Treasures Lotus 

Lantern to take Ye Chen away as well. 

 



Ye Chen is at the last moment of hardening the alchemy, so there is no room for loss. If he tries to fight, 

it will inevitably lead to the failure of hardening the alchemy, and all previous efforts will be wasted. 

 

"Presumptuous, my Grass God faction's territory, where is your turn to act wild!" 

 

Su Ying was furious, her beautiful eyes stared at Xie Yuhua, her slender hands flashed out like a broken 

bamboo, and she was about to kill Xie Yuhua on the spot. 

 

"Yixi Suying, your opponent is us!" 

 

At this moment, Heavenly Emperor Baiye and Ghost Emperor Heishan came down at the same time, 

blocking Su Ying. 

 

Heishan Ghost Emperor made a move, his palm was as thick as a mountain, and with one palm he 

blocked Su Ying back. 

 

Su Ying took a few steps back, her eyes flickered, and said coldly: "You really want to tear your skin apart 

and break up with our Grass God faction?" 

 

The Black Mountain Ghost Emperor said: "Don't dare, I, the Nine Heavens Fulong Sect, and your Grass 

God Sect are still friends, but today, the Lord of Reincarnation must be executed, and you can't 

interfere." 

 

Said, Heishan Ghost Emperor and Bai Ye Tiandi stood apart from one left to the other, forming an angle, 

restraining Su Ying. 

 

They didn't take the initiative to attack, but only guarded against Su Ying's attack. 

 

As long as there is no protection from Suying, they believe that relying on Xie Yuhua's strength is enough 

to suppress Ye Chen. 

 



After all, in the hands of Xie Yuhua, she has Hua Zu's natal magic weapon, the Seven Treasures Lotus 

Lantern. 

 

This magic weapon is so powerful that only Ye Chen, who is in the eighth heaven of the immeasurable 

realm, wants to block it, but it is not an easy task. 

 

Su Ying's face was gloomy and cold, she held the "Emperor Tianyin" tightly in her hand, her heart was 

ups and downs, thinking about whether to summon the Lord's power to descend. 

 

She knew that once this ultimate power was used, the Grass God Sect and the Nine Heavens Fulong Sect 

would break apart completely, and the consequences would be disastrous. 

 

But at this moment, seeing that Suying was restrained, Xie Yuhua immediately felt relieved, and strode 

towards Ye Chen, a long sword emerged in her hand, and the Seven Treasure Lotus Lantern spun around 

him, and the flames of the lights bloomed brilliantly , wisps of hot energy breath like sky fire poured into 

his sword body. 

 

Crash! 

 

In an instant, the flames of Xie Yuhua's long sword exploded, and the flames soared into the sky, and the 

sword stabbed at Ye Chen. 

 

Scoff! 

 

There was a defensive barrier around Ye Chen, but under the assassination of Xie Yuhua's sword, the 

barrier broke on the spot, and Ye Chen's whole body was exposed to Xie Yuhua's sword. 

 

A murderous look flashed across Xie Yuhua's eyes, and the tip of his sword pointed directly at Ye Chen's 

chest. 

 

"Master Ye, be careful!" 

 



In a panic, Su Ying gritted her silver teeth, opened the "Emperor Tianyin", and called to the sky: "Lord!" 

She wanted to summon the ultimate power to come regardless of the cost. 

 

"Miss Suying, don't be impulsive, I can handle this situation." 

 

Ye Chen snorted and stopped Suying. 

 

He knew that the God of Grass had just died, and Sun Yi hadn't succeeded in ascension to God, so the 

God of Grass sect was empty and it was inappropriate to break with the Nine Heavens Fulong Sect. 

 

Seeing that Xie Yuhua came to assassinate him with a sword, Ye Chen immediately summoned the 

Heavenly Demon Castle, turned into a sun and moon magic robe, and covered his body. 

 

Xie Yuhua stabbed with a sword, but was blocked by Ye Chen's heavenly demon robe, as if stabbing on a 

soft barrier, unable to penetrate an inch, let alone hurt Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen's hands, on the other hand, maintained all kinds of complicated seal formulas, refining the Nine 

Souls Chasing Life Pill in the pill furnace. 

 

"Huh?" 

 

Seeing this, Xie Yuhua was taken aback. She didn't expect that the defense of Ye Chen's Heavenly 

Demon Castle was so strong that even his sword attack with the power of the Seven Treasure Lotus 

Lantern could be blocked. 

 

Seeing this scene, Suying's expression calmed down a lot. If Ye Chen could really solve Xie Yuhua, it 

would be great. 

 

Tiandi Baiye and Heishan Ghost Emperor looked at each other, but their expressions became solemn at 

this moment. 

 



It's not convenient for them to do it themselves, whether they can suppress Ye Chen depends entirely 

on Xie Yuhua herself. 
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If Xie Yuhua held the Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern and couldn't suppress Ye Chen, then the situation 

would be troublesome. 

 

"Lord of Reincarnation, you, the Heavenly Demon Castle, have a good defense, but I don't know how 

many times you can block my sword." 

 

Xie Yuhua took a deep breath and quickly calmed down. He knew that Ye Chen's Heavenly Demon Castle 

was still in the form of fragments, and it was not perfect. No matter how strong the defense was, it 

would not be perfect. 

 

Holding the long sword tightly, he mobilized the energy of the Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern again, and 

the scarlet flame-like sword energy roared up, and swung the sword again to assassinate Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen was at the juncture of hardening the alchemy, and he couldn't move his hand. If he shot 

indiscriminately, not only would the hardening of the alchemy fail, but he would also suffer serious 

injuries from backlash. 

 

Xie Yuhua knew this very well, seized the opportunity, and stabbed Ye Chenzhou with a sword like a 

shower of ink. 

 

Ye Chen's face suddenly became ugly. Although he had the defense of the Heavenly Demon Castle, he 

might not be able to last long in the face of such intensive assassinations by Jie Yuhua. 

 

In the cemetery of reincarnation, Emperor Qin saw Ye Chen's danger, and his face became serious. Last 

time he lent his strength to Ye Chen, and now he is still recovering. Even if he wanted to help, it would 

be difficult to do so. 

 



"Father, I will help you!" 

 

The little forbidden demon poked his head out of the Fengyu Immortal Pond, and when he sensed Ye 

Chen's danger, he wanted to help him. Now that his vitality has recovered, he can explode with 

extremely powerful strength. 

 

"No, little guy, just lie down and I can take care of it." 

 

Ye Chen smiled. It hasn't been long since the little forbidden demon hatched. His body is quite immature 

and needs time to grow. If it is not a last resort, Ye Chen will not let him come out to fight. 

 

"Blood Dragon, block it for me, I need a stick of incense time!" 

 

Ye Chen's heart skipped a beat, and he called the blood dragon and said. 

 

He reckoned that there would be another incense stick of time before he could finish hardening the 

alchemy. 

 

And at this time, the blood dragon needs to fight for him. 

 

"Yes, master!" 

 

In Ye Chen's body, the voice of the blood dragon came out. 

 

Then, the people outside suddenly felt a gust of wind, and a loud dragon's roar erupted from Ye Chen's 

body. 

 

Then, a shocking blood light rushed up, and the huge body of the blood dragon rushed out, and the 

violent dragon's power bloomed, forcing Xie Yuhua to retreat on the spot. 

 

"This is... such a powerful force! If this dragon is used as medicine for Master, it will be very suitable." 



 

Seeing the appearance of the blood dragon, Xie Yuhua was taken aback, and immediately felt the 

majestic energy in the blood dragon's body, and a blazing color flashed across his eyes. 

 

At this time, the blood dragon has completely digested the energy of the half tail and the second tail, 

and perfectly merged with itself. 

 

From it, there is no ominous aura of a tailed beast, only the majesty of a dragon and the dominance of 

blood. 

 

It hovers above the nine heavens, overlooking the world, as if it regards all living beings as ants, 

extremely domineering. 

 

"You want to hurt my master, unless you kill me first." 

 

The blood dragon made a cruel sound, and its claws were like tearing the sky, and volleyed to suppress 

Xie Yuhua. 

 

"Hehe, a beast, do you think I can't kill you?" 

 

Xie Yuhua sneered, parried the blood dragon's claws with a sword, and then activated the Qibao lotus 

lamp, which burst out the most blazing red flames of Buddha's light, all of which converged on his 

sword. 

 

"Mandala constellation, sky sparks and sea rain!" 

 

Xie Yuhua shouted violently, thrust the sword body upside down on the ground, and the sword fell into 

a formation. A magnificent formation of flames appeared on the ground. The flames soared into the sky, 

but a totem of a constellation appeared in the sky. The trajectories connected by stars, such as Pieces of 

petals are exactly the constellation Mandala. 

 

The constellations in the sky and the formations on the ground resonate and echo each other, bursting 

out terrifying energy fluctuations. 



 

I saw a little bit of starlight, which turned into a skyfire meteor, rolling down like a sea of flowers and 

falling down, all pouring towards the blood dragon, and the sky collapsed and the earth shattered. 

 

The people present were all shocked when they saw this spectacular scene. 

 

Xie Yuhua, who is only half a step away from the Heavenly Origin Realm, but with the help of the Seven 

Treasures Lotus Lantern, he can erupt with a power even stronger than ordinary Heavenly Origin Realm 

gods. 

 

The bloody dragon felt a lot of pressure when it rained like this, but it didn't flinch. 

 

Because it knew that if it backed down, the one who got hurt would be Ye Chen. 

 

"Nine Heavens Fulong Seal, Nine Dragons come to the world, let's roar!" 

 

The blood dragon sacrificed a seal, which is an ancient artifact, with the nine dragons hovering above it, 

and the appearance has the emperor's dragon power, as if the king is on the world, it is the legendary 

Nine Heavens Fulong Seal. 

 

It stimulates the magic formula, and one after another spiritual energy is poured into the Nine Heavens 

Fulong Seal, and the entire seal immediately bursts into the Nine Dragons atmosphere. Nine dragons 

charge out with the power above the starry sky, roaring up to the sky, and the dragons soar and dance , 

blocked all the meteor flower rain pouring down from Jieyuhua. 

 

The time and space of the Soul Realm is the territory of the Nine Heavens Fulong Sect, where the blood 

dragon can display the Nine Heavens Fulong Seal, but it can explode with the greatest power. 

 

"Ah, it is the treasure of my holy religion!" 

 

When Bai Ye Tiandi saw the Nine Heavens Fulong Seal, his face changed suddenly, and he wanted to 

rush over to snatch it back. 



 

"Brother Bai Ye, stay safe and don't be impatient. When Mr. Xie captures the Lord of Reincarnation, we 

will naturally get back everything that belongs to us." 

 

The Black Mountain Ghost Emperor was much calmer, and when he saw the Nine Heavens Fulong Seal 

descending, he also remained calm, advising Bai Yetian Emperor not to be impulsive. 

 

The most important thing for the two of them now is to suppress Su Ying and prevent her from making a 

move. 

 

As for Ye Chen and Xuelong, there is Xie Yuhua to deal with them. 

 

Xie Yuhua saw the blood dragon summoning the Nine Heavens Subduing Dragon Seal, and its aura was 

so fierce, she couldn't help but secretly startled, turned her eyes, and shouted: "Master, help me!" 
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He activated the Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern again, and when the flame of the lamp flickered, a 

stream of bloody light burst out, which condensed into a palm print and slapped fiercely at the blood 

dragon. 

 

That palm print, however, possessed monstrous power, it was formed from Huazu's essence and blood 

energy, and it was extremely powerful. 

 

The Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern is Huazu's natal magic weapon. He feeds his blood essence day and 

night. The energy of this blood essence can unleash horrific killings by itself, as if he were there in 

person. 

 

The blood dragon suffocated immediately, feeling the roaring power of the palm, and wanted to retreat, 

but Ye Chen was behind it, and it must not retreat. 

 



boom! 

 

The blood dragon's eyes flickered, and it swung out its dragon claws brazenly, colliding violently with the 

palm print of the blood essence. 

 

At the moment when the dragon claw collided with the palm print, a violent air wave rushed out, and 

the blood dragon's bones seemed to be shattered, making a cracking sound. 

 

But it gritted its teeth and held on, never flinching. 

 

"Stubbornly resisting, courting death!" 

 

"My master's strength is also something you, a beast, can contend with?" 

 

Xie Yuhua snorted, and continued to activate the blood essence of the Seven Treasures Lotus Lamp, and 

the bloody palm print that erupted became even more ferocious, pressing the blood dragon's eyes 

almost to burst, and blood seeped out from the eyes. 

 

After an unknown amount of time, a huge buzzing sound came from behind the blood dragon. 

 

Behind the blood dragon, Ye Chen had already finished tempering the alchemy, and the nine soul 

chasing life pill was completely tempered, and flew out of the pill furnace, suspended in mid-air, 

blooming a huge image of the nine souls roaring. 

 

With such a weather, De Jieyuhua was also shocked. 

 

Bai Ye Tiandi and Heishan Ghost Emperor couldn't help licking their lips when they saw the elixir, saying: 

 

"The elixir of the heavenly level, Yixi Suying, have you really refined it? Ask a price, and we will accept 

it." 

 



Seeing that the elixir was successfully released, Su Ying was overjoyed, but when she heard the words of 

Emperor Bai Ye, she dismissed it and said, "I won't sell it." 

 

After finishing alchemy, Ye Chen took out a box under many envious eyes, put away the pill, and said to 

Xuelong, "Bloodlong, thank you for your hard work." 

 

"Owner……" 

 

The blood dragon's support had reached its limit. Hearing Ye Chen's words, he immediately relaxed and 

turned sideways to hide. 

 

The bloody palm print passed over its body and slapped Ye Chen whistlingly. 

 

Ye Chen pulled out the Samsara Heavenly Sword, and with a flash of light, the Sword Intent of the Great 

Tomb Excalibur exploded, crushing the palm print directly. 

 

Xie Yuhua saw that Ye Chen could unleash the sharp sword intent of the thirty-three heavenly magic 

with a random shot, and she felt very afraid in her heart, and said, "Lord of reincarnation, you have 

some strength." 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said, "I'm not strong, but it should be enough to deal with you." 

 

At the juncture of quenching alchemy just now, Ye Chen was also paying attention to Xie Yuhua, and 

probably figured out the changes in his supernatural powers. 

 

Now that he wants to defeat Xie Yuhua, Ye Chen has a lot of confidence. 

 

"Very good, your tone is arrogant. Fortunately, I have the magic weapon given by Master, otherwise I 

really dare not say that I can suppress you." 

 

"Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern, Black Lotus Road, Wanlian Lantern Language, let's bloom!" 

 



Xie Yuhua knew that Ye Chen was powerful, so she didn't dare to underestimate Ye Chen. She bit the tip 

of her tongue, sprayed out a pool of blood, and poured all of it on the Seven Treasures Lotus Lamp, 

exploding the power of the Seven Treasures Lotus Lamp to the extreme. 

 

Inside the Seven Treasures Lotus Lamp, there seemed to be some ancient mysteries, aroused by the 

Jieyu Flower, and the whole lamp made of white bones turned into a pitch-black color as if it had been 

polluted by a highly poisonous poison. 

 

The black ancient lamp, with its rays of light blooming, transformed into black lotus flowers, which 

immediately covered the surrounding area, forming a layer of mysterious enchantment. 

 

Xie Yuhua waved her hands again and again, and the black lotus flowers flew towards Ye Chen through 

the air with a poisonous and sinister aura. 

 

Ye Chen smelled a strong smell of poison. Those black lotus flowers actually contained terrible poison. 

Even Ye Chen, who has the ancient poison vein, would be very troublesome if he was contaminated with 

those poisons. 

 

laugh! 

 

Ye Chen swung his sword and cut open a black lotus flower that was shooting towards him. It was 

immediately dirty, rotten, and stinky. It contained highly poisonous venom, and it exploded from the 

lotus flower, trying to corrode Ye Chen's body. 

 

"Wind blows!" 

 

Ye Chen had been prepared for a long time, and opened the Lingfeng Divine Meridian in the Samsara 

Divine Meridian, and the atmosphere exploded all over his body, blowing away the venom coming 

towards his face. 

 

It's just that the Xie Yuhua bloomed with thousands of lotus lanterns, and black lotus flowers kept 

coming out, and they kept flying towards Ye Chen. Even if Ye Chen opened the Lingfeng Divine Vessel, it 

might be difficult to block them all. 

 



"Qinglian clone, come out!" 

 

"Play the piano for me!" 

 

Ye Chen didn't panic, he already had a way to break the situation, and immediately summoned 

Qinglian's avatar. 

 

Qinglian's avatar appeared, the appearance was exactly the same as Ye Chen's, and the aura seemed to 

be the same, so everyone present was shocked when they saw it. 

 

The Qinglian avatar did not directly participate in the battle, but sat down cross-legged, with the Great 

Sage Oblivion Qin lying across her knees, put her hands on the strings, and began to play. 

 

Ye Chen distractedly manipulated Qinglian's avatar, and the piano music he played was exactly the 

"Swordsman's Walk" taught to him by Emperor Qin last night! 

 

Immediately, a rapid, powerful, sonorous, and murderous tune flowed from the piano of the Great 

Sage's legacy. 

 

This melody has a strong penetrating power. When people hear it, there seems to be an illusion in front 

of them. It seems that they have seen a swordsman from ancient times, who is unrivaled in the world 

with his sword, killing thousands of miles, and is extremely chic and fierce. 

 

The piano sound of "Swordsman Walking" is even more helpful to Ye Chen. All the power of this song is 

poured into Ye Chen. 
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Crash! 

 



In an instant, Ye Chen transformed, as if in an instant, he transformed into an ancient swordsman. Every 

inch of his skin seemed to have a sharp sword energy bursting out. With every gesture, the killing was 

endless, domineering and fierce, and the sword energy soared to the sky. Passionate. 

 

Scoff! 

 

Ye Chen drew out his sword again and cut through a black lotus in front of him. The black lotus exploded 

in the air, but no venom splashed out. 

 

"What!" 

 

Seeing this, Xie Yuhua was shocked. 

 

He only felt that after the song "Swordsman Walking" sounded, Ye Chen's swordsmanship seemed to be 

a thousand times stronger, and he transformed into a powerful swordsman in ancient times. 

 

Ye Chen stabbed straight at Xie Yuhua with a sword. He didn't use any sword skills or moves. It was just 

an ordinary sword, but with a sharp killing power, if it could penetrate the starry sky and the avenue, 

The power is terrifying. 

 

Xie Yuhua was suffocated immediately, she didn't expect Ye Chen's qin melody in "Swordsman" to be so 

powerful. 

 

With a song "Swordsman's Walk", Ye Chen turned into a top swordsman who kills one person in ten 

steps and never stays behind for thousands of miles. 

 

Even though Xie Yuhua had already reached the half-step of Tianyuan Realm, she couldn't resist Ye 

Chen, a top swordsman. 

 

"Awesome, Tomb Master, you can comprehend this piece of music to such a level in just one night. It 

seems that your piano music attainments will surpass mine in the future!" 

 



In the cemetery of reincarnation, Emperor Qin was also very impressed when he saw Ye Chen's burst of 

qin music power, and he was very relieved in his heart. 

 

His whole body of ethics can be regarded as a successor. 

 

"Master help me!" 

 

Xie Yuhua was completely panicked, and hurriedly activated the core energy of the Seven Treasures 

Lotus Lantern, ignited the blood essence in it, mobilized the blood essence and supernatural power of 

Hua Zu, and turned into thousands of fierce blood-colored palm prints, whistling, overwhelmingly 

towards Ye Chen shot. 

 

Even Ye Chen couldn't block all these thousands of palm prints. 

 

However, Ye Chen didn't panic at all, he didn't intend to collide head-on with those bloody palm prints. 

 

He was like a top swordsman standing at the pinnacle of the way of the sword, stabbing forward with 

one sword, shuttled through the gaps of thousands of palm prints, and stabbed Xie Yuhua straight with 

one sword. 

 

Xie Yuhua was stunned. At this moment, Ye Chen's figure was like a shooting star, passing through 

countless palm prints, but he was unscathed and extremely chic. 

 

"not good!" 

 

When Bai Ye Tiandi and Heishan Guidi saw this, they were shocked. They didn't expect Ye Chen to be so 

powerful. With a song "Swordsman Walking", he completely crushed Xie Yuhua, and even killed the 

latter with a single sword. 

 

Xie Yuhua was Hua Zu's disciple, if they died here, they would not be able to explain to Hua Zu. 

 

brush! 



 

Bai Ye Tiandi didn't care about so much, and flew out in a hurry, came to Jieyu Huaman, raised his palm, 

and blocked Ye Chen's sword tip like a huge wall. 

 

Ye Chen's face darkened. Emperor Baiye was a master of the Heavenly Emperor Realm, so he was 

naturally impossible to defeat. Before the tip of the sword touched the palm of Emperor Baiye, he 

quickly retracted his sword and retreated to avoid contact. 

 

Such ease of retraction makes people feel the subtlety of Ye Chen's swordsmanship. 

 

As soon as Ye Chen retracted the sword, the song "Swordsman's Walk" also fell, and the reverberation 

echoed around the world. Ye Chen still exuded a strong sense of swordsmanship. 

 

"Elder Bai Ye, thank you..." 

 

Xie Yuhua narrowly escaped death and was in a panic, thanking Emperor Bai Ye. 

 

If Heavenly Emperor Bai Ye hadn't shot just now, he would have been killed by Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen mastered Emperor Qin's top-level music, and a piece of "Swordsman's Walk" was played, 

turning himself into a top swordsman. People below Tianyuan Realm couldn't stop Ye Chen's sword, so 

he was so strong. 

 

"Emperor Baiye, what are you doing?" 

 

"Didn't you say that the battle between Hua Zu and the Lord of Reincarnation is left to them to resolve? 

Why are you interfering?" 

 

Seeing this scene, Suying sneered and took a step forward. 

 

Just now Emperor Baiye and Heishan Ghost Emperor stopped her and asked her not to intervene. 



 

But now, Emperor Baiye himself intervened. 

 

Baiye Tiandi and Heishan Ghost Emperor looked at each other, feeling very embarrassed and speechless. 

 

After a long silence, Emperor Baiye said: "Yixi Suying, I can't let Huazu's people die in the time and space 

of the soul realm." 

 

"Forget it, let's forget about today's matter, let's go!" 

 

With that said, he stood up and wanted to leave. 

 

Xie Yuhua had already been defeated by Ye Chen, and felt ashamed and ashamed, so she wanted to 

leave too. 

 

"Wait a minute, do you want to leave now? You don't take me seriously." 

 

Su Ying sneered. 

 

Many warriors from the Grass God Sect surrounded him immediately. 

 

Xie Yuhua remembered something, and quickly sacrificed the Qibao lotus lantern, releasing Han Yan and 

Cai Ruzhen. 

 

At this time, Han Yan and Cai Ruzhen looked like they were burned all over. They had suffered severe 

burns, and they had already passed out and were dying. 

 

Obviously, Xie Yuhua just sent them into the Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern, and made them suffer 

terrible torture. 

 



Seeing this, Ye Chen's face twitched suddenly, his eyes were filled with endless anger, and he said, "The 

person who hurt me, you just want to leave like this, it's too naive." 

 

Emperor Baiye said in a deep voice: "Lord of Reincarnation, don't bully people too much. You have taken 

away the treasure of my Nine Heavens Fulong Sect. We haven't settled the debt yet." 
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He was afraid that Yixi Suying would be here, so he didn't dare to tear his face. 

 

Only when Ye Chen escaped from the protection of the Grass God Sect would he have the possibility of 

revenge. 

 

Suying looked at Xie Yuhua coldly, and said, "You offended me today, and I won't kill you, as long as you 

keep the Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern." 

 

Jie Yuhua was frightened, and hurriedly put the Qibao lotus lantern behind her back, saying: "This is my 

master's natal magic weapon, I can't give it to you." 

 

This seven-treasure lotus lamp is connected with Hua Zu's natal qi and blood, which is equivalent to an 

external organ of Hua Zu. If he is injured in any way, Hua Zu will also be seriously implicated. 

 

This time, in order to suppress Ye Chen, Hua Zu did not hesitate to take out the Seven Treasures Lotus 

Lantern. If Xie Yuhua failed to take it back, what awaited him would be a fate worse than death. 

 

"You either die, or leave the magic weapon behind, don't force me to do it." 

 

Su Ying's voice became colder and colder, showing no mercy. 

 

Xie Yuhua shuddered, and had no choice but to look at Tiandi Baiye and Heishan Guidi with pleading 

eyes. 



 

Tiandi Baiye's face was gloomy, he raised his hand, and said, "Young Master Xie, you leave first, and I will 

take care of it here." 

 

Xie Yuhua said: "Yes!" He hurriedly turned and left. 

 

Su Ying shouted: "Did I let you go?" 

 

She squeezed the tactic with her slender hands, and the grass divine way broke out, and a burst of 

emerald green radiance burst out, pouring into the earth, and the earth creaked, and in the surrounding 

sea of violets, green grass exploded and grew, turning into a dozen grass vines , spread like a poisonous 

snake. 

 

With a snap, it entangled Jie Yuhua's feet. 

 

Xie Yuhua was terrified, and immediately fell to the ground. 

 

"Yi Suying, that's enough!" 

 

Seeing this, Heavenly Emperor Bai Ye was immediately furious. 

 

Xie Yuhua is Hua Zu's disciple, he can't let him die here, otherwise he won't be able to explain to Hua Zu. 

 

Scoff! 

 

Emperor Bai Ye pulled out his long sword on the spot and cut off all the grass and vines that Su Ying had 

summoned. 

 

"Yixi Suying, as the high priest of the Grass God Sect, why are you angry with a junior?" 

 



The Black Mountain Ghost Emperor at the side took a step forward, and a huge and towering mountain 

loomed behind him, suppressing Su Ying's aura. 

 

Xie Yuhua's pressure suddenly subsided, and she cupped her hands to Emperor Baiye and Heishan Guidi, 

"Thank you two elders for saving your life!" Then she turned and fled quickly. 

 

Su Ying laughed loudly, her blue hair fluttering, like a madman, her eyes were full of cold murderous 

intent, she turned around Bai Ye Tiandi and Heishan Ghost Emperor, and said loudly: 

 

"Very good, very good, you forced me to do this." 

 

"Lord, please show your greatness, come down!" 

 

Su Ying suddenly opened the book in her hand, and from the "Emperor Tianyin" book, ancient runes 

floated out one after another. 

 

These runes, with a very vast divine power of the law of the Dao, are radiant, slowly rising up, shaking 

the void, and there are bursts of ancient singing in the void, as if there are gods and demons in the sky, 

responding to Su Ying's call pray. 

 

"Oops!" 

 

"This bitch has gone crazy again!" 

 

When Tiandi Baiye and Heishan Guidi heard Suying's call, their expressions changed drastically, and their 

whole bodies trembled like chaff. 

 

Ye Chen was also shocked for a while, because he found that when Su Ying made the calling sound, 

there was an inexplicable energy aura gushing out from the sky and the earth. 

 



This aura is very coercive, even surpassing the emperor of heaven, surpassing everything, with the aura 

of being supreme, supreme and invincible, crushing everything, overpowering everything, looking down 

on everything, and slaughtering the gods. 

 

Ye Chen had never felt such a strong breath before. 

 

In the sky, there appeared thousands of colors of light, colorful flowers and rain, auspicious mist and 

rising clouds, rainbow bridges blooming, running through all directions, and countless phantoms of gods 

and demons emerged, and all gods and demons showed kneeling gestures , chanting praises in the 

mouth, the sound shook the universe, making the scalp numb. 

 

Surrounded by countless worshiping gods and demons, a huge phantom of a god slowly emerged. 

 

That god, I don't know how many ten thousand feet high, compared with the mountains, rivers and 

forests, they are as small as dust. 

 

Tyrannical, supreme, and supreme domineering majesty, permeated from the body of the god. 

 

That god has no face, no facial features, and a blank face, which looks a bit weird. 

 

His body was dressed in a white robe, which was embroidered with thousands of bright moons and ten 

thousand rounds of scorching sun, resplendent and resplendent. The lines of his body were covered by 

the robe, and it was impossible to tell whether he was a man or a woman. 

 

The most eye-catching thing is that behind this god, there are sixteen wings, black and white interlaced, 

eight wings are black, eight wings are white, and countless sacred and magical brilliance are twining and 

blooming, revealing an ultimate, perfect, orderly , great flavor. 

 

When Ye Chen saw this phantom of the god, he felt strong coercion, and even wanted to kneel down 

and surrender. 

 

He gritted his teeth and stabilized his Dao heart, so that his spirit did not collapse. 

 



"Praise God! Only you are the true and only Lord God!" 

 

Su Ying opened her arms, and greeted the arrival of the sixteen-winged god with the attitude of a 

pilgrim. 

 

This sixteen-winged god is the ultimate god she worships and is her "lord". 

 

"Tianmu Empress!" 

 

People from the Grass God Sect around knelt down and worshiped the sixteen-winged god, calling them 

Tianmu. 

 

Even their words and deeds seem to be facing the highest in the world. 

 

"Um?" 

 

Ye Chen was slightly surprised, and then went to look at the sixteen-winged god, but he didn't see any 

maternal glory. 

 

However, Ye Chen strangely saw his own appearance from the blank face of the sixteen-winged god. 

 

He was greatly surprised, and vaguely caught a supreme secret. 

 

The so-called ultimate god does not actually exist, or in other words, if you believe it, you will exist, if 

you don't believe it, you will not exist. 

 

In the eyes of a thousand people, there may be a thousand ultimate gods. 

 

The ultimate god that Ye Chen saw was his own appearance, that's because he didn't believe in anyone 

but himself. 



 

He believes that the person who can establish the ultimate order must be him. 

 

He is the ultimate! 

 

As for the people of the Grass God Sect, most people believe in the ultimate, just like the Little Grass 

God, is the "Mother of Heaven". 

 

Su Ying looked intoxicated. The face of the ultimate god she saw was blank, not anyone's appearance, 

only the empty appearance, which is truly all-encompassing and supreme. 

 

This phantom of the sixteen-winged god has ultimate power. Although it did not explode, everyone in 

the audience felt the shock. 

 

Baiye Tiandi and Heishan Guidi were both suffocating, dumbfounded and speechless. 

 

Xie Yuhua, who was fleeing just now, trembled on the spot under the coercion of the sixteen-winged 

god, and fell to the ground again. 

 

"Lord Ye, kill him quickly!" 

 

Su Ying shouted. 

 

Although she summoned the phantom of the "Lord", it seems that she cannot borrow the power of the 

"Lord", and it exists more as a deterrent. 
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Ye Chen woke up like a dream, came back to his senses, and immediately swung his sword to kill. With a 

move of the Great Tomb Sword, with the rolling sky burial sword intent, he slashed towards Xie Yuhua 

across the air. 

 

Baiye Tiandi and Heishan Guidi, intimidated by the sixteen-winged gods, were stiff and unable to stop 

them. 

 

Ye Chen's Sword Qi from the Great Tomb directly slashed in front of Xie Yuhua. 

 

Xie Yuhua was terrified. He was also under the ultimate pressure at this time. He was under tremendous 

pressure and almost suffocated. Facing Ye Chen's sword, he immediately had no strength to fight back. 

 

Seeing that he was about to be killed, at the critical moment of life and death, he actually sacrificed the 

Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern, and blocked Ye Chen's sword with a ding. 

 

Ye Chen's sword energy was so powerful that he was about to shoot down the Seven Treasure Lotus 

Lantern. 

 

"receive!" 

 

Knowing the preciousness of the Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern, Ye Chen immediately grabbed it with 

the palm of his hand and used the Great Desolation Stealing Heaven Technique to snatch the Seven 

Treasures Lotus Lantern away. 

 

"My magic weapon!" 

 

Xie Yuhua turned pale with fright, this magic weapon is the treasure of Hua Zu, if Ye Chen snatched it 

away, he dare not imagine the consequences. 

 

He immediately wanted to turn around and rush back, but after taking two steps, his body became stiff 

again. 

 



Even if he had the Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern, he couldn't beat Ye Chen. Now that he was lost, how 

could he be Ye Chen's opponent? 

 

Seeing that Ye Chen got the Seven Treasures Lotus Lantern, Suying was overjoyed and shouted at Xie 

Yuhua: 

 

"Go to hell!" 

 

She waved her hand, and the "lord" she summoned, the sixteen-winged god, also waved her hand, and 

an indescribably terrifying force rushed out, and with a bang, it exploded Jie Yuhua's body, and the latter 

It turned into flesh and blood splashing all over the sky, died tragically on the spot, and all the timelines 

were wiped out. 

 

Tiandi Baiye and Heishan Guidi were shocked when they saw that Xie Yuhua was dead after all. 

 

If this is pursued by Hua Zu, it will be a big trouble. 

 

"Yixi Suying, you dare to kill someone!" 

 

Emperor Bai Ye was furious, and stared at Su Ying with gritted teeth. 

 

Seeing the figure of the Lord just now, Su Ying shot with her, she was flattered and ecstatic, thinking 

that she had been approved by the Lord, when she heard the words of Emperor Bai Ye, she immediately 

sneered with disdain: 

 

"Why, you are not convinced?" 

 

"If you refuse to accept it, I will kill you too!" 

 

As she spoke, a long sword emerged in her hand, full of murderous aura. 

 



In the sky, the sixteen-winged god also appeared with a long sword in his hand, holding the sword in 

exactly the same posture as Su Ying. 

 

Baiye Tiandi and Heishan Ghost Emperor were both terrified and dared not speak for a while. 

 

Rumble! 

 

At this moment, there was an astonishing sound of thunder in the sky. 

 

Wisps of blue aura filled with madness, the majesty of the Emperor of Heaven bloomed, and all kinds of 

terrifying catastrophic fluctuations also surged out. 

 

Those auras of catastrophe are natural disasters and earth disasters, soldiers, drought, flood, fire, wind, 

demon, epidemic, death, nothing, etc., there are nine kinds of auras of disasters, which are constantly 

erupting and intertwining, as if to condense into the highest heaven. Jie, the breath is very terrifying. 

 

Sensing this breath, Emperor Baiye and Ghost Emperor Heishan looked overjoyed, and shouted in awe: 

 

"Master Hierarch is here!" 

 

Ye Chen felt the fearful aura of disaster, and his heart trembled. 

 

He saw that in the sky, a huge blue dragon slowly emerged, with nine toes in its claws, surrounded by 

nine disasters and natural disasters, majestic and invincible, as if it was above all living beings. 

 

The Canglong's eyes were deep, looking down at the audience, and then he turned into a human form 

with a flick of his body, and the aura of disaster became stronger and stronger. 

 

He is the leader of the Nine Heavens Fulong Sect, and his name is: Nine Woes Canglong! 

 

"Nine Misfortunes Canglong, you actually left the customs?" 



 

When Su Ying saw the Nine Disasters Azure Dragon coming, a strong fear flashed in her eyes. 

 

Nine Disasters Canglong transformed into a human, although the aura of disaster is strong all over his 

body, but his skin is very fair, like an elegant scholar, he smiled at Su Ying: 

 

"You summon the ultimate power to descend at any cost, of course I want to come out and see." 

 

"However, the so-called ultimate god does not exist." 

 

"At least, not currently." 

 

"Actually, I also have the idea of creating the ultimate, Qinglian Daozu is 


